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►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

quartzite series  terrazzo style 

 

CODE FINISH SIZE SLIP RATING 

NC227446 MATT 300X300mm WP-X 

NC227461 MATT 600X600mm WP-X 

NC227454 MATT 300X600mm WP-X 

NC227455 GRIP 300X600mm WP-V 

LICORICE QUARTZITE 
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quartzite series  terrazzo style 

  

 

CODE FINISH SIZE SLIP RATING 

NC227445 MATT 300X300mm WP-X 

NC227459 MATT 600X600mm WP-X 

NC227451 MATT 300X600mm WP-X 

NC227453 GRIP 300X600mm WP-V 

BASALT QUARTZITE 
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►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 

www.tilemob.com.au 

 

quartzite series  terrazzo style 

  

 

CODE FINISH SIZE SLIP RATING 

NC227444 MATT 300X300mm WP-X 

NC227457 MATT 600X600mm WP-X 

NC227448 MATT 300X600mm WP-X 

NC227450 GRIP 300X600mm WP-V 

SHALE QUARTZITE 
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NB: colours are depicted as accurately as printing process allows. All quotes, samples, enquiries and sales are  made subject to our standard conditions published in detail at 
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►tiles ►stone ►mosaics ►slate ►terracotta 
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quartzite series  terrazzo style 

  

 

CODE FINISH SIZE SLIP RATING 

NC230302 MATT 300X300mm WP-X 

NC228836 MATT 600X600mm WP-X 

NC230316 MATT 300X600mm WP-X 

PARCHMENT QUARTZITE 
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